
CHECKLIST / QUALIFYING

Before offering a proposal, quote or 
presentation:

1. Put a check mark beside each
condition that is satisfied with
certainty

2. Calculate your score considering
each category is worth 6.67%

QUALIFYING / QUALIFYING CHECKLIST

If your score exceeds 80%, go forward with the presentation 
and be sure to learn something along the way. If you don’t get 
the business, determine what you could have done differently.

If your score does not exceed 80%, go see your prospect (or call 
if a face-to-face meeting is not possible) and get the answers to 
any indeterminate conditions. If the resulting score is still less 
than 80%, do not offer the presentation, proposal or quote. 

Prospect: Date:

There is a compelling reason to solve the problem

We have developed a strong relationship

Our solution will resolve their issue

The investment and the ROI have been established

They have the funding

It will be profitable at our estimated price

We understand and are dealing with the final decision maker

Decision is promised upon delivery of quote

They don’t need competitive quotes

The potential client is good for us

They have committed to buy from someone

We can differentiate ourselves from the competition

Agreed to buy from us

Appropriate time frame for decision

It won’t upset any existing customers

Total number of checkmarks _______ multiplied by 6.67%  =  __________%
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